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ࡇ࡝ࡶࡓࡕࡣࠊRole Playing Game(㏻⛠ RPG
ࢤ࣮࣒)ࡢୡ⏺࡛ࠊ୺ேබࡢෑ㝤≀ㄒ“Newton’s 































╔ᗘࢆ ࡿ Achievement Test ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊෆᅾ






ࡢᐇド◊✲ࡢ⤖ᯝࢆࠊ‘ICT for Language 
Learning’ in Italy, ‘International Conference 
of Education, Research and Innovation’ in 
Spain, ࡞࡝ࡢᾏእᏛ఍࡛Ⓨ⾲ࡋ࡚ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿ
([1][2][3][4])ࠋᅗ 1( Pictures on each iPod,  


























Logout Login Waiting Answering Results 
  





ᅗ 2 . 㟁Ꮚ㯮ᯈࢆ౑ࡗࡓᤵᴗ㢼ᬒ 
 






















































ࡇ࡜ࠊC. ㄞࡴࡇ࡜(The state of being able to 


















 ᮏㄪᰝ࡟ࡣࠊ⚄ᡞᕷ⨾㔝ୣᑠᏛᰯࡢ 5ᖺ⏕ 38



























ࡽࠊRPGࢤ࣮࣒“Newton’s Space Quest Jour- 





















































































࠼ࡽࢀࡿ㸦Fukuchi, Kayoko. & Kanayama, 

















































( 2 - 10)
37.8% 83.8% 83.8% 86.5% 78.4% 83.8% 83.8% 94.6% 45.9% 89.2% 81.1%
5th graders of Mino-oka Ellementary School,  September, 2015
 
⾲㸯. 5ᖺ⏕ RPGࢤ࣮࣒デ᩿ࢸࢫࢺ⤖ᯝ 㸦Fukuchi, Kayoko. & Kanayama, Kei. 2016) 
 












































( 2 - 10)
㻜㻑 㻟㻟㻑 㻟㻜㻑 㻝㻝㻑 㻞㻢㻑 㻠㻤㻑 㻟㻟㻑 㻟㻜㻑 㻣㻑 㻟㻣㻑 27.3%
1st graders of Mino-oka Ellementary School, September, 2016
 












































Affirmative Negative Affirmative Negative
1.  Did you enjoy the story䠛 100% 0% 95% 5%
2.  How well did you buy for Newton? 64% 36% 95% 5%
3.  Did you enjoy shopping䠛 92% 8% 95% 5%
4. Using iPod, did you answer what you
were asked about? 60% 40% 92% 8%
5.  Do you like computer games? 88% 12% 89% 11%
The First Graders of
M in2016  (n=25)
The Fifth Graders
of M in 2015 (n=36)
 






⌧࡛ヰࡉࢀࡿ“Newton’s Space Quest  
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